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Abstract: We present the results of an updated fit of short-baseline neutrino oscilla-
tion data in the framework of 3+1 active-sterile neutrino mixing. We first consider νe
and ν¯e disappearance in the light of the Gallium and reactor anomalies. We discuss the
implications of the recent measurement of the reactor ν¯e spectrum in the NEOS experi-
ment, which shifts the allowed regions of the parameter space towards smaller values of
|Ue4|2. The β-decay constraints of the Mainz and Troitsk experiments allow us to limit
the oscillation length between about 2 cm and 7 m at 3σ for neutrinos with an energy of
1 MeV. The corresponding oscillations can be discovered in a model-independent way in
ongoing reactor and source experiments by measuring νe and ν¯e disappearance as a func-
tion of distance. We then consider the global fit of the data on short-baseline
(−)
νµ → (−)νe
transitions in the light of the LSND anomaly, taking into account the constraints from
(−)
νe
and
(−)
νµ disappearance experiments, including the recent data of the MINOS and IceCube
experiments. The combination of the NEOS constraints on |Ue4|2 and the MINOS and
IceCube constraints on |Uµ4|2 lead to an unacceptable appearance-disappearance tension
which becomes tolerable only in a pragmatic fit which neglects the MiniBooNE low-energy
anomaly. The minimization of the global χ2 in the space of the four mixing parameters
∆m241, |Ue4|2, |Uµ4|2, and |Uτ4|2 leads to three allowed regions with narrow ∆m241 widths at
∆m241 ≈ 1.7 (best-fit), 1.3 (at 2σ), 2.4 (at 3σ) eV2. The effective amplitude of short-baseline
(−)
νµ → (−)νe oscillations is limited by 0.00048 . sin2 2ϑeµ . 0.0020 at 3σ. The restrictions of
the allowed regions of the mixing parameters with respect to our previous global fits are
mainly due to the NEOS constraints. We present a comparison of the allowed regions of
the mixing parameters with the sensitivities of ongoing experiments, which show that it is
likely that these experiments will determine in a definitive way if the reactor, Gallium and
LSND anomalies are due to active-sterile neutrino oscillations or not.
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1 Introduction
Neutrino physics is a powerful probe of new physics beyond the Standard Model. The
LSND [1, 2], Gallium [3–7] and reactor [8] anomalies are intriguing indications in favor of
the existence of light sterile neutrinos connected with low-energy new physics. In order
to assess the viability of the light sterile neutrino hypothesis, it is necessary to perform a
global fit of neutrino oscillation data which takes into account not only the LSND, Gallium
and reactor anomalies, but also the data of many other experiments which constrain active-
sterile neutrino mixing (see the reviews in Refs. [9–12]).
In this paper we consider 3+1 active-sterile neutrino mixing, in which the three standard
active neutrinos νe, νµ, ντ are mainly composed of three sub-eV massive neutrinos ν1,
ν2, ν3 and there is a sterile neutrino νs which is mainly composed of a fourth massive
neutrino ν4 at the eV scale. This is the only allowed four-neutrino mixing scheme after
the demise of the 2+2 scheme [13] and the fact that the 1+3 scheme with three massive
neutrinos at the eV scale is strongly disfavored by cosmological measurements [14] and by
the experimental bounds on neutrinoless double-β decay if massive neutrinos are Majorana
particles (see Refs. [15, 16]). We do not consider neutrino mixing schemes with more than
one sterile neutrino, which are not necessary to explain the current data (see the discussions
in Refs. [12, 17]).
In the framework of 3+1 active-sterile mixing, short-baseline (SBL) experiments are
sensitive only to the oscillations generated by the squared-mass difference ∆m241 ' ∆m242 '
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∆m243 & 1 eV2, with ∆m2jk ≡ m2j − m2k, that is much larger than the the solar squared-
mass difference ∆m2SOL = ∆m
2
21 ≈ 7.4 × 10−5 eV2 and the atmospheric squared-mass
difference ∆m2ATM = |∆m231| ' |∆m232| ≈ 2.5 × 10−3 eV2, which generate the observed
solar, atmospheric and long-baseline neutrino oscillations explained by the standard three-
neutrino mixing (see Refs. [18, 19]). The 3+1 active-sterile mixing scheme is a perturbation
of the standard three-neutrino mixing in which the 3×3 unitary mixing matrix U is extended
to a 4 × 4 unitary mixing matrix with |Ue4|2, |Uµ4|2, |Uτ4|2  1. The effective oscillation
probabilities of the flavor neutrinos in short-baseline experiments are given by [20]
P
(SBL)
αβ '
∣∣∣∣δαβ − sin2 2ϑαβ sin2(∆m241L4E
)∣∣∣∣ , (1.1)
where α, β = e, µ, τ, s, L is the source-detector distance and E is the neutrino energy. The
short-baseline oscillation amplitudes depend only on the absolute values of the elements in
the fourth column of the mixing matrix:
sin2 2ϑαβ = 4|Uα4|2
∣∣δαβ − |Uβ4|2∣∣ . (1.2)
Hence, the transition probabilities of neutrinos and antineutrinos are equal and it is not
possible to measure in short-baseline experiments any CP-violating effect generated by the
complex phases in the mixing matrix1.
In this paper we update the analysis of short-baseline neutrino oscillation data [7,
12, 32, 33] revising the analysis of the rates measured in reactor neutrino experiments
according to Ref. [34] and taking into account the recent measurements of the MINOS
[35], IceCube [36], and NEOS [37] experiments. The MINOS and IceCube constraints on
νµ and ν¯µ disappearance are expected [38] to disfavor the low-∆m241–high-sin
2 2ϑµµ and
the low-∆m241–high-sin
2 2ϑeµ parts of the allowed region that we found in our previous
analyses [7, 12, 32, 33], as was found in the 3+1 global fit presented in Ref. [39], which
updated Ref. [40] with the addition of the IceCube data. The NEOS [37] collaboration
measured the spectrum of reactor ν¯e’s at a distance of 24 m and normalized their data to
the Daya Bay spectrum [41] measured at the large distance of about 550 m, where short-
baseline oscillations are averaged out. Analyzing this normalized spectrum with short-
baseline oscillations they found the best fit at ∆m241 = 1.73 eV
2 and sin2 2ϑee = 0.05, with
a χ2 which is lower by 6.5 with respect to the standard case of three-neutrino mixing without
short-baseline oscillations. This is a 2.1σ indication in favor of short-baseline oscillations
and it is intriguing to note that the best-fit value of ∆m241 is close to the best-fit value found
in our previous global analysis of short-baseline data [12], ∆m241 = 1.6 eV
2, albeit with a
larger sin2 2ϑee = 0.11. However, as one can see from Table 5 of Ref. [12], the lower bound
of the 3σ allowed range of sin2 2ϑee was 0.046, which is below the NEOS best-fit value.
Hence, the NEOS data are not incompatible with the global indications of short-baseline
oscillations and we expect that their inclusion in the fit will lead to a shift of the allowed
region towards smaller values of sin2 2ϑee and, consequently, of |Ue4|2.
1CP violating effects due to active-sterile neutrino mixing can, however, be observed in long-baseline
[21–30] and solar [31] neutrino experiments.
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It is well known [11, 12, 20, 33, 42–49] that the global fits of short-baseline data are
affected by the so-called “appearance-disappearance” tension which is present [17] for any
number Ns of sterile neutrinos in 3+Ns mixing schemes which are perturbations of the
standard three-neutrino mixing required for the explanation of the observation of solar,
atmospheric and long-baseline neutrino oscillations (see Refs. [18, 19]). We expect that the
inclusion in the global fit of the recent measurements of the MINOS [35], IceCube [36],
and NEOS [37] experiment will increase somewhat the appearance-disappearance tension.
In Ref. [33] we proposed a “pragmatic approach” in which the appearance-disappearance
tension is alleviated by excluding from the global fit the low-energy bins of the MiniBooNE
experiment [50, 51] which have an anomalous excess of νe-like events that is under investi-
gation in the MicroBooNE experiment at Fermilab [52]. In this paper we will discuss the
effect of MINOS, IceCube and NEOS data on the appearance-disappearance tension and
how much it is alleviated in the pragmatic approach.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we consider the experimental data on
short-baseline νe and ν¯e disappearance, motivated by the Gallium and reactor anomalies.
In section 3 we consider the global fit of appearance and disappearance data, which is
motivated by the addition of the LSND anomaly to the Gallium and reactor anomalies. We
draw our conclusions in section 4.
2 νe and ν¯e disappearance
In this section we consider only the experimental data on short-baseline νe and ν¯e disap-
pearance, which include the Gallium neutrino anomaly [3–7] and the reactor antineutrino
anomaly [8]. First, we discuss in subsection 2.1 our evaluation of the reactor antineutrino
anomaly by considering the updated results of the reactor ν¯e rates measured in several reac-
tor neutrino experiments. In subsection 2.2 we add the constraints of the spectra measured
in the old Bugey-3 experiment [53] and in the recent NEOS experiment [37]. Finally, in
subsection 2.3 we present our results for the combined fit of reactor and Gallium data and
for the global fit of all the νe and ν¯e disappearance data.
2.1 Reactor rates
The reactor neutrino experiments which measured the absolute antineutrino flux that are
considered in our analysis2 are listed in Table 1. For each experiment labeled with the
index a, we listed the corresponding four fission fractions fak , the ratio of measured and
predicted rates Rexpa , the corresponding relative experimental uncertainty σexpa , the relative
uncertainty σcora which is correlated in each group of experiments indicated by the braces,
and the relative theoretical uncertainty σthea which is correlated among all the experiments.
The ratios Rexpa and the uncertainties σexpa and σcora are the same as those in Ref. [34]. In
the following we repeat for convenience3 their derivation and we explain the derivation of
the relative theoretical uncertainty σthea .
2We do not consider the still preliminary data of the Neutrino-4 experiment [54].
3We also correct, in Table 1, the misprints of the Rovno88 correlations in Tab. 2 of Ref. [34].
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The ratios of measured and predicted rates of the short-baseline experiments Bugey-4
[55], Rovno91 [56], Bugey-3 [53], Gosgen [57], ILL [58, 59], Krasnoyarsk87 [60], Krasno-
yarsk94 [61, 62], Rovno88 [63], and SRP [64] have been calculated by the Saclay group
in Ref. [8]. The calculation of the 235U, 239Pu, and 241Pu antineutrino fluxes was sub-
sequently improved by P. Huber in [65]. We took into account this correction with the
following rescaling of the Saclay ratios4:
Rexpa = R
exp
a,S
∑
k f
a
kσ
S
f,k∑
k f
a
kσ
SH
f,k
(a = 1, . . . , 17, 19, 20), (2.1)
where σSf,k and σ
SH
f,k are, respectively, the Saclay [8] and Saclay+Huber [65] cross sections
per fission given in Tab. 2. The index k = 235, 238, 239, 241 indicates the four fissionable
isotopes 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu which constitute the reactor fuel.
We considered the Krasnoyarsk99-34 experiment [66] that was not considered in Refs. [8,
67], by rescaling the value of the corresponding experimental cross section per fission in
comparison with the Krasnoyarsk94-57 result. For the long-baseline experiments Chooz
[68] and Palo Verde [69], we applied the rescaling in Eq. (2.1) with the ratios Rexpa,S given in
Ref. [67], divided by the corresponding survival probability Psur caused by ϑ13. For Nucifer
[70], Daya Bay [41], RENO [71], and Double Chooz5 we use the ratios provided by the
respective experimental collaborations.
The experimental uncertainties and their correlations listed in Table 1 have been ob-
tained from the corresponding experimental papers. In particular:
• The Bugey-4 and Rovno91 experiments have a correlated 1.4% uncertainty, because
they used the same detector [55].
• The Rovno88 experiments have a correlated 2.2% reactor-related uncertainty [63]. In
addition, each of the two groups of integral (Rovno88-1I and Rovno88-2I) and spectral
(Rovno88-1S, Rovno88-2S, and Rovno88-3S) measurements have a correlated 3.1%
detector-related uncertainty [63].
• The Bugey-3 experiments have a correlated 4.0% uncertainty obtained from Tab. 9
of [55].
• The Gosgen and ILL experiments have a correlated 3.8% uncertainty, because they
used the same detector [57]. In addition, the Gosgen experiments have a correlated
2.0% reactor-related uncertainty [57].
• The 1987 Krasnoyarsk87-33 and Krasnoyarsk87-92 experiments have a correlated 4.1%
uncertainty, because they used the same detector at 32.8 and 92.3 m from two reactors
[60]. The Krasnoyarsk94-57 experiment was performed in 1990-94 with a different
detector at 57.0 and 57.6 m from the same two reactors [61]. The Krasnoyarsk99-
34 experiment was performed in 1997-99 with a new integral-type detector at 34
4The missing index a = 18 corresponds to the Krasnoyarsk99-34 experiment discussed below.
5Double Chooz Collaboration, Private Communication.
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m from the same reactor of the Krasnoyarsk87-33 experiment [72]. There may be
reactor-related uncertainties correlated among the four Krasnoyarsk experiments, but,
taking into account the time separations and the absence of any information, we
conservatively neglected them.
• Following Ref. [67], we considered the two SRP measurements as uncorrelated, be-
cause the two measurements would be incompatible with the correlated uncertainty
estimated in Ref. [64].
For each experiment labeled with the index a, the relative theoretical uncertainty σthea
in Table 1 is given by
σthea =
√∑
k,j f
a
k ρ
SH
kj f
a
j∑
k f
a
kσ
SH
f,k
, (2.2)
where ρSH is the covariance matrix of the cross sections per fission of the four fissionable
isotopes given in Tab. 3. In this covariance matrix, σSHf,238 is uncorrelated from the other cross
sections per fission and the corresponding uncertainty is that given in Ref. [8] (we neglected
the correlation due to the cross section uncertainty, which is of the order of 0.1%). The other
three cross sections per fission have been calculated using the Huber [65] antineutrino fluxes
which have been obtained by inverting the spectra of the electrons emitted by the β decays
of the products of the thermal fission of 235U, 239Pu, and 241Pu which have been measured
at ILL in the 80’s [73–75]. As explained in Ref. [65], the values of the three antineutrino
fluxes are correlated. We calculated the uncertainties and correlations of σSHf,235, σ
SH
f,239, and
σSHf,241 using the information given in Ref. [65]. The square roots of the diagonal elements of
the covariance matrix ρSH in Tab. 3 give the uncertainties of the cross sections per fission
reported in Tab. 2. One can see that the uncertainties of σSHf,235, σ
SH
f,239, and σ
SH
f,241 are
slightly larger than those calculated by Saclay group in Ref. [8].
Let us note that after the discovery of the unexpected “5 MeV bump” in the spectrum
of the RENO [76], Double Chooz [77], and Daya Bay [78] experiments it is believed [79, 80]
that the theoretical uncertainties of the reactor antineutrino fluxes may be larger than
those calculated in Refs. [65, 81]. However, since there is no well-motivated quantitative
estimation of how much the theoretical uncertainties should be increased, we are compelled
to use the uncertainties calculated in Refs. [65, 81].
Figure 1 shows the experimental ratios as functions of the reactor-detector distance L.
The horizontal band shows the average ratio R and its uncertainty,
R = 0.934± 0.024, (2.3)
which has been obtained by summing in quadrature the experimental and theoretical un-
certainties. Hence, the reactor antineutrino anomaly is at the level of about 2.8σ.
The slight difference of the value of R in Eq. (2.3) with respect to our previous estimates
in Refs. [7, 12] is due to the following three changes in our analysis:
1. The revaluation [34] of the experimental ratios Rexpa listed in Table 1.
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2. The new treatment of the theoretical uncertainties σthea according to Eq. (2.2) instead
of considering an unrealistic common 2.0% [8].
3. The new data of the Nucifer, Daya Bay, RENO and Double Chooz experiments and
the consideration for the first time of the Krasnoyarsk99-34 experiment.
The reactor antineutrino anomaly can be explained in the framework of 3+1 neutrino
mixing through neutrino oscillations generated by the effective mixing angle sin2 2ϑee =
4|Ue4|2
(
1− |Ue4|2
)
, which determines the survival probability of νe’s and ν¯e’s according to
Eq. (1.1). The result of the fit of the reactor rates are given in the first column of Table 4
and in Fig. 2(a), where we have drawn the allowed regions in the sin2 2ϑee–∆m241 plane.
From Fig. 2(a) one can see that the allowed 1σ region6 in the sin2 2ϑee–∆m241 plane is
at a rather low value of ∆m241, but the allowed regions at 2σ and 3σ extend to higher values
of ∆m241, without an upper bound. The favorite values of the amplitude sin
2 2ϑee of νe-
disappearance oscillations are around 0.1, but the allowed 3σ region in the sin2 2ϑee–∆m241
plane covers the range 0.0066 . sin2 2ϑee . 0.28, which corresponds to 0.0017 . |Ue4|2 .
0.076.
Table 4 gives the χ2 difference ∆χ2NO between the χ
2 of no oscillations and χ2min, and
the corresponding number of σ’s for the two degrees of freedom corresponding to the two
fitted parameters ∆m241 and sin
2 2ϑee. The case of no oscillations turns out to be disfavored
at the level of 3.2σ.
2.2 Reactor spectra
In our previous analyses [7, 12, 32, 33] we considered the ratio of the spectra measured at
40 m and 15 m from the source in the Bugey-3 experiment [53]. These data provide robust
information on short-baseline ν¯e disappearance, which is independent of any theoretical
calculation of the spectrum and of the solution of the “5 MeV bump” problem mentioned
in subsection 2.1.
In this paper we add the constraints obtained in the recent NEOS experiment by taking
into account the χ2 corresponding to Fig. 4 of Ref. [37], which has been kindly provided
to us by the NEOS Collaboration7. The NEOS constraints are mostly independent of
theoretical calculations of the spectrum and of the solution of the “5 MeV bump” problem,
because the NEOS χ2 has been obtained by fitting the NEOS spectrum normalized to the
Daya Bay spectrum [41] measured at the large distance of about 550 m, where the short-
baseline oscillations due to ∆m241 are averaged out. A small dependence on the theoretical
calculation of the spectrum [65, 81] comes from the corrections due to the differences of
the fission fractions of the NEOS and Daya Bay reactors [37, 41] and a small dependence
on the “5 MeV bump” problem comes from a possible dependence of the “5 MeV bump” on
6In all the paper we consider allowed regions at 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ, which correspond, respectively, to
68.27%, 95.45%, and 99.73% confidence level. The allowed regions in two-parameter planes are drawn
considering two degrees of freedom, which correspond, respectively, to ∆χ2 = 2.30, 6.18, and 11.83 from
the minimum χ2min.
7NEOS Collaboration, Private Communication.
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the different fission fractions of NEOS and Daya Bay [82]. We neglect these possible small
effects.
The results of the fit of the Bugey-3 and NEOS spectra are given in the second column
of Table 4 and in Fig. 2(b), where one can see that the NEOS constraints are dominating.
There are closed allowed islands at 2σ which are determined mainly by the NEOS data
and the best-fit values of the oscillation parameters in Table 4 correspond to the best fit
reported in Ref. [37]. Hence, the NEOS constraints can be interpreted as a weak indication
in favor of short-baseline oscillations which may be compatible with the reactor antineutrino
anomaly based on the reactor rates discussed in subsection 2.1. This is confirmed by the
disfavoring of the case of no oscillations at the level of 2.1σ, as shown in Table 4.
The third column of Table 4 and Fig. 3(a) show the results of the combined fit of
the rate and spectral data of reactor antineutrino experiments. As reported in Table 4, the
combined fit disfavors the case of no oscillations at the level of 2.9σ, which is about the same
level obtained from the analysis of the reactor rates alone. Hence, the NEOS constraints
do not exclude the reactor antineutrino anomaly. However, in spite of the weak NEOS
indication in favor of short-baseline oscillations discussed above, the statistical significance
of the anomaly does not increase by including the NEOS data because there is a mild
tension with the reactor rates which is illustrated by the 2σ contours in Fig. 3(a). Indeed,
the rates-spectra parameter goodness-of-fit is only 2% (∆χ2/NDF = 8.3/2).
2.3 Global νe and ν¯e disappearance
In this subsection we discuss the combination of the reactor data with the data of the
Gallium neutrino anomaly, other νe and ν¯e disappearance data and the β-decay constraints
of the Mainz [83] and Troitsk [84, 85] experiments.
The fourth column of Table 4 and Fig. 3(b) show the results of the combined fit of reac-
tor and Gallium data. Since both sets of data indicate short-baseline νe and ν¯e disappear-
ance, the statistical significance of active-sterile neutrino oscillations increases to 3.6σ and
the 3σ allowed regions in the sin2 2ϑee–∆m241 plane are confined to 0.010 . sin2 2ϑee . 0.30
and ∆m241 & 0.35 eV2.
Besides the reactor and Gallium data, short-baseline νe disappearance8 is constrained
by solar and KamLAND neutrino data [7, 87–90], by the KARMEN [91] and LSND [92]
νe +
12C→ 12Ng.s. + e− scattering data [46, 93] and by the T2K near detector constraints
[94].
We updated our 2012 solar+KamLAND constraint [7] by including the latest solar data:
the new results from the fourth phase of the Super-Kamiokande experiment [95] and the final
results of Borexino phase-I [96]. We also updated the KamLAND data analysis by using the
Saclay+Huber cross sections per fission [34]. Finally, we used the updated value of ϑ13 in the
2016 Review of Particle Physics [97]. We obtained the new marginal ∆χ2 shown in Fig. 4,
where it is confronted with the old one obtained in Ref. [7]. The new solar+KamLAND
constraint is weaker than the 2012 one because of the larger Saclay+Huber reactor rate
8We work in the framework of a local quantum field theory in which the CPT symmetry implies that
the survival probabilities of neutrinos and antineutrinos are equal (see Ref. [86]).
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prediction used in the analysis of KamLAND data and because the new value of ϑ13 is
smaller than that in 2012.
The results of the combined analysis of all νe and ν¯e disappearance data are shown in the
fifth column of Table 4 and Fig. 5(a). Since the analysis of solar+KamLAND, νe-12C, and
T2K data do not show any indication of short-baseline νe disappearance, the combination
with the reactor and Gallium data shifts the allowed regions in the sin2 2ϑee–∆m241 plane in
Fig. 5(a) to smaller values of sin2 2ϑee with respect to Fig. 3(b): 0.0054 . sin2 2ϑee . 0.23.
On the other hand, the 3σ range of ∆m241 in Figs. 3(b) and 5(a) is similar, with the lower
bound ∆m241 & 0.35 eV2 and no upper bound.
Large values of ∆m241 can be constrained with the data of β-decay experiments (see
Ref. [12]). As in Ref. [32], we use the β-decay constraints of the Mainz [83] and Troitsk
[84, 85] experiments, which give the allowed regions in the sin2 2ϑee–∆m241 plane shown in
Fig. 5(b). One can see that the allowed regions are confined to the range
1.3 (0.33) eV2 . ∆m241 . 32 (148) eV2 at 2σ (3σ). (2.4)
For the oscillation length Losc41 = 4piE/∆m241 we have
8 (2) cm . L
osc
41
E [MeV]
. 2 (7)m at 2σ (3σ). (2.5)
This is a range of oscillation lengths which can be explored in a model independent way
in the new short-baseline reactor neutrino experiments (DANSS [98], Neutrino-4 [54],
PROSPECT [99], SoLid [100], STEREO [101]) and in the SOX [102] and BEST [103]
radioactive source experiments by measuring the reactor antineutrino rate as a function of
distance. However, they will need to be sensitive to small oscillations with the amplitude
0.022 (0.0050) . sin2 2ϑee . 0.19 (0.23) at 2σ (3σ). (2.6)
Figure 6(a) shows the sensitivities of the short-baseline reactor antineutrino experi-
ments DANSS [98], Neutrino-4 [104], PROSPECT [99], SoLid [105], and STEREO [106]
in comparison with the allowed regions in the sin2 2ϑee–∆m241 plane in Fig. 5(b). One can
see that they will cover most of the allowed regions for ∆m241 . 10 eV2 and not too small
sin2 2ϑee. Figure 6(b) shows the sensitivities of the CeSOX [102] and BEST [103] source
experiments, of IsoDAR@KamLAND [107] and C-ADS [108], and of the KATRIN [109])
electron neutrino mass experiment9. The source experiments will cover the large-sin2 2ϑee
parts of the allowed regions, the IsoDAR@KamLAND and C-ADS experiments can cover
almost all the allowed regions, except the large-∆m241 part and the small-sin
2 2ϑee–small-
∆m241 parts, and KATRIN will cover the large-∆m241 part. Hence, there are favorable
perspectives for a definitive solution of the short-baseline
(−)
νe disappearance problem in the
near future.
9See also the studies in Refs. [110–113]. There are also promising possibilities to observe the effects of
eV-scale neutrinos in Holmium electron-capture experiments [114].
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3 Fits of appearance and disappearance data
In this section we present the results of 3+1 fits of short-baseline neutrino oscillation data
which include νµ → νe and ν¯µ → ν¯e appearance data and νµ and ν¯µ disappearance data, in
addition to the νe and ν¯e disappearance data considered in section 2. Our fits are based on
a χ2 analysis in the four-dimensional space of the mixing parameters ∆m241, |Ue4|2, |Uµ4|2,
and |Uτ4|2.
We consider the following short-baseline νµ → νe and ν¯µ → ν¯e appearance data: the
LSND signal in favor of ν¯µ → ν¯e transitions [1, 2], the data of the MiniBooNE [50, 51]
experiment, and the constraints of the BNL-E776 [115], KARMEN [116], NOMAD [117],
ICARUS [118] and OPERA [119] experiments.
There is no indication in favor of short-baseline νµ and ν¯µ disappearance from any
experiment. Therefore, the current νµ and ν¯µ disappearance data lead to constraints on
|Uµ4|2. We consider the constraints obtained from the CDHSW experiment [120], from
the analysis [121] of the data of atmospheric neutrino oscillation experiments, from the
analysis of the SciBooNE-MiniBooNE neutrino [122] and antineutrino [123] data, which
were included in our previous fits [12, 33, 38]. In addition, we take into account the recent
data of the MINOS [35] and IceCube [36] experiments. The MINOS constraint was easily
included in our numerical computation by using the ROOT program in the MINOS data
release10, which computes the χ2 for input values of the 3+1 mixing parameters. On the
other hand, we had to calculate the IceCube χ2, as described in the following subsection 3.1.
3.1 Analysis of IceCube data
The IceCube detector measures the incoming (anti)muons generated by the interaction of
atmospheric muon (anti)neutrinos with the surrounding earth and ice, as a function of the
neutrino energy and of the zenith angle. For high-energy, up-going atmospheric neutrinos
that reach the detector after having crossed the Earth, the ratio L/E is of the same order of
that in SBL experiments. In this case, the oscillations arising from the usual atmospheric
and solar squared mass differences have a very long wavelength and can be neglected, but
the SBL squared mass difference ∆m241 plays an active role. The sterile neutrino influence
on the observed flux is given by the matter effects that modify the oscillation patterns inside
the Earth. This happens because the matter potential is different for the different active
neutrino flavors, for which the charged and neutral current interactions are not the same
[124], and there is no potential for the sterile neutrinos.
We use the 20,145 released IceCube events in the approximate energy range between
320 GeV and 20 TeV, detected over 343.7 days in the 86-strings configuration [125] for
constraining the active-sterile mixing parameters. The 99.9% of the IceCube events is
expected to come from neutrino-induced muon events, where the neutrinos originate from
the decays of atmospheric pions and kaons. The contribution from charmed meson decays
is negligible [125, 126].
The calculation of the χ2 contribution from IceCube is divided into three parts: the
calculation of the theoretical flux for each set of mixing parameters, for which one needs
10http://www-numi.fnal.gov/PublicInfo/forscientists.html
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to propagate the atmospheric neutrinos through the Earth, the estimate of the expected
number of events in the detector, for which we use the IceCube Monte Carlo data, and
finally the computation of the χ2, obtained comparing theoretical and observed events. For
all these parts we use the data11 and we follow the prescriptions presented in Ref. [36].
To obtain the predicted neutrino flux at the detector, we use the ν-SQuIDS code12, a
C++ package based on the Simple Quantum Integro-Differential Solver (SQuIDS)13 [127],
that contains all the necessary tools to numerically solve the master equation that rules the
neutrino evolution in the Earth [124].
The initial flux we consider is the unoscillated HKKM flux [128–131] with the H3a knee
correction [132], that we use for obtaining the initial spectrum of neutrinos from pion and
kaon decays. This model is usually referred to as the “Honda-Gaisser” model. We do not
employ here the other six atmospheric flux variants that are considered in Ref. [36], but
we tested that our results do not change significantly if another model is used instead of
the Honda-Gaisser one. Since our analysis is based not only on the IceCube data, our final
result would be almost unaffected.
The unoscillated flux is propagated inside the Earth with the ν-SQuIDS code, which
uses the Preliminary Reference Earth Model [133] for the inner density profile of the Earth.
For the neutrino-matter interactions, the charged current cross section is dominated by
deep inelastic scattering, which involves neutrino-nucleon scattering. The main uncertainty
in this case is in the parton distribution functions. In the ν-SQuIDS code, the perturbative
QCD calculation in Refs. [134] are used for the neutrino-nucleon cross-section calculation.
We do not treat the uncertainties on the Earth density profile and on the deep inelastic
scattering cross section.
The full expression for the (anti)neutrino flux at the detector is given by [36] (see also
Refs. [135, 136])
φ
ν(ν¯)
atm (Eν(ν¯), cos θ) = N
ν(ν¯)
0 F(δ)
(
φ
ν(ν¯)
K +Rpi/Kφ
ν(ν¯)
pi
)(Eν(ν¯)
Em
)−∆γ
. (3.1)
Here, θ is the zenith angle and Eν(ν¯) the energy of the incoming (anti)neutrino, while φ
ν(ν¯)
pi(K)
is the oscillated (anti)neutrino flux from pion (kaon) decays. The free parameters in the
above equation are: the neutrino and antineutrino flux normalizations, Nν0 and N ν¯0 ; the
pion-to-kaon ratio, Rpi/K ; the spectral index correction, ∆γ. These are treated as continuous
nuisance parameters in our analysis, as explained in Ref. [36]. The pivot energy Em is fixed
to be approximately near the median of the energy distribution of the measured events,
being Em = 2 TeV.
The function F(δ) parameterizes the atmospheric density uncertainties. This func-
tion is assumed to be linear and it is obtained by imposing the AIRS constraints on the
11http://icecube.wisc.edu/science/data/IC86-sterile-neutrino/
12http://github.com/Arguelles/nuSQuIDS
13http://github.com/jsalvado/SQuIDS
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atmospheric temperature14. The expression reads as [135]:
F(δ) = 1 + (cos θ + cos θ0) δ
[
1 +
Eν(ν¯) − E0
E1
· 1
1 + exp (−κ(cos θ + cos θ0))
]
, (3.2)
where E0 = 360 GeV, E1 = 11.279 TeV, κ = 200 and cos θ0 = 0.4. The parameter δ
represents the last one of our nuisance parameters.
The theoretical flux is converted into a number of expected events using the Monte
Carlo (MC) data released by the IceCube collaboration [36]. The MC data are needed to
model the detector capabilities to measure the incoming events as a function of the real
energy and zenith angle of the muon (anti)neutrino, and of the corresponding quantities
for the reconstructed (anti)muon event. For each combination of mixing and nuisance
parameters, we use the MC data to convert the obtained theoretical flux into the expected
number of events that we compare with the data as explained below. Since IceCube cannot
distinguish a muon from an antimuon, neutrinos and antineutrinos events are summed up
together. It is however important to treat properly both the components, since the matter
oscillation patterns for neutrinos and antineutrinos are different, with the consequence that
the disappearance of neutrinos and antineutrinos is not the same.
We build our χ2 using a binned Poissonian likelihood, written as
χ2 = −2 lnL(θ) = 2
∑
i=1
[
µi(θ)− ni + ni ln ni
µi(θ)
]
, (3.3)
where ni represents the number of observed events in the bin i and µi(θ) the corresponding
number of expected events as a function of the model parameters θ, that includes both
mixing and nuisance parameters. Following Ref. [36], we consider a grid with 10 logarithmic
bins in the reconstructed energy, with 400 GeV ≤ Erecoµ(µ¯) ≤ 20 TeV, and 21 linear bins for
the cosine of the reconstructed zenith angle, in the range −1 ≤ cos θrecoµ(µ¯) ≤ 0.2.
For each combination of the mixing parameters, we minimize the χ2 over the five
nuisance parameters described above (Nν0 , N ν¯0 , Rpi/K , ∆γ, δ). We adopt a standard Nelder-
Mead algorithm for the minimization [137]. It is important to note that for each point in the
mixing parameter space we needed to minimize independently over the nuisance parameters.
We checked that the preferred values of the nuisance parameters do not vary significantly
outside the adopted Gaussian priors [36].
We show in Fig. 7 the comparison of the official IceCube 90% and 99% CL exclusion
curves in the sin2 2ϑµµ–∆m241 plane for |Ue4|2 = |Uτ4|2 = 0 [36] with our results. In
our analysis of IceCube data we do not vary the efficiency of the Digital Optical Modules
because we do not have sufficient information. Despite this fact, one can see from Fig. 7 that
the results of our analysis are in good agreement with those of the IceCube collaboration.
Moreover, we emphasize that the IceCube data are just one of the datasets in our global
analyses, and small differences in the IceCube analysis do not play a significant role when
computing the global fit.
14https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/airs-and-amsu-tropospheric-air-
temperature-and-specific-humidity
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Since the calculation of the χ2 given a set of mixing parameters is a highly demanding
computational task, it is impossible to directly include the code that calculates the χ2 of the
IceCube data in our complete fitting routine without slowing it down in an unacceptable
way. Therefore, we adopted the following method. Since we are more interested in scanning
the region near the expected 3+1 mixing best-fit, we employed the results of the 3+1 fit of
SBL data without IceCube in order to generate with a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
3,000 random points whose distribution covers an area of the parameter space around the
expected best-fit region. In order to cover the rest of the full four-dimensional parameter
space (∆m241; |Ue4|2, |Uµ4|2, |Uτ4|2), we generated uniformly 21,000 more random points.
We end up with a set P of 24,000 points for which we computed the IceCube χ2 in an
affordable time. In the complete fitting routine, we computed the IceCube contribution to
the χ2 in each point in the full four-dimensional parameter space with a linear interpolation
of the χ2’s of the nearest points in the set P obtained with a Delaunay triangulation.
3.2 Fit of the 2016 data set without MINOS and IceCube
In this subsection we present the results of the 3+1 global fit “Glo16A” of the appearance
and disappearance SBL data available in 201615, except MINOS [35] and IceCube [36],
which will be added in subsection 3.3 in order to clarify their effects on the results of the
analysis. In the Glo16A fit we also do not take into account the NEOS [37] data which
have been available to us in the beginning of 2017 and will be considered in subsection 3.4.
The results of the Glo16A fit are shown by the first column of Tab. 5, by Fig. 8, and
by the solid purple curves in Fig. 9, which gives the marginal ∆χ2 as a function of the
mixing parameters ∆m241, |Ue4|2, and |Uµ4|2, from which one can obtain the corresponding
marginal allowed intervals at different confidence levels.
The global goodness of fit of 4.8% is acceptable, but there is a relevant appearance-
disappearance tension quantified by a parameter goodness of fit of 0.13%. If one is willing
to accept such appearance-disappearance tension, one can adopt the allowed regions of the
oscillation parameters shown in Fig. 8.
The Glo16A fit is an update of the GLO fit presented in Ref. [12], with a similar set of
data. It can also be compared with the global fit in Ref. [40], where a similar set of data was
considered. With respect to Ref. [40], we find larger allowed regions for ∆m2 . 2 eV2 and
we do not have the allowed region at ∆m2 ≈ 6 eV2 found in Ref. [40] at 99% CL. However,
there is an approximate agreement of our results with those of Ref. [40], with a remarkable
closeness of the best-fit point in the mixing parameter space.
3.3 Effects of MINOS and IceCube
In this subsection we present the 3+1 global fit “Glo16B” with the addition of the 2016
data of the MINOS [35] and IceCube [36] experiments. The results are shown by the
15We consider all the νe and ν¯e disappearance data discussed in section 2, with the exceptions of the
T2K near detector constraints [94] on sin2 2ϑee, which unfortunately cannot be included in the global fit
because they have been obtained under the assumption |Uµ4|2 = 0, and of the Mainz [83] and Troitsk
[84, 85] β-decay constraints, which are not needed because the value of ∆m241 is constrained within a few
eV2 by the combination of appearance and disappearance data.
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second column of Tab. 5, by Fig. 10, and by the solid blue curves in Fig. 9.
Comparing Fig. 10(c) with Fig. 8(c), one can see that the addition of the MINOS and
IceCube data leads to the exclusion of the low-∆m241–high-sin
2 2ϑµµ part of the allowed
region, as expected (see the discussion in section 1). On the other hand, the high-∆m241–
low-sin2 2ϑµµ part of the allowed region is practically unaffected by the MINOS and IceCube
constraints. As a consequence, also the low-∆m241–high-sin
2 2ϑeµ part of the allowed region
in Fig. 8(a) is excluded in Fig. 10(a), whereas the high-∆m241–low-sin
2 2ϑeµ part of the
allowed region is practically unaffected.
From Tab. 5 one can see that including the MINOS and IceCube data increases the
appearance-disappearance tension by lowering the parameter goodness of fit from 0.13% to
0.075%. This is a consequence of the reduction of the upper limit of the allowed range of
|Uµ4|2 in the Glo16B fit with respect to the Glo16A fit shown in Fig. 9(c).
Figure 11(a) shows the effect of adding to the data set of the Glo16A fit the MINOS
and IceCube data separately and together. One can see that the IceCube data are slightly
more effective than the MINOS data in reducing the low-∆m241–high-sin
2 2ϑeµ part of the
allowed region.
The MINOS and IceCube data give information not only on the 3+1 mixing parameters
∆m241, |Ue4|2, and |Uµ4|2 that we have considered so far, but also on |Uτ4|2. The sensitivity
to |Uτ4|2 is due in MINOS to the neutral-current event sample [35] and in IceCube to the
matter effects for high-energy neutrinos propagating in the Earth, which depend on all the
elements of the mixing matrix [138–145]. Limits on the value of |Uτ4|2 have been obtained in
the analyses of the atmospheric neutrino data of the Super-Kamiokande [146] and IceCube
DeepCore [147] experiments, in the analysis of the data of the MINOS experiment [35,
148, 149], and in the phenomenological fits in Refs. [39, 49]. There is also a bound on
sin2 2ϑµτ = 4|Uµ4|2|Uτ4|2 given by the absence of a 3+1 excess of νµ → ντ oscillations in
the OPERA experiment [150].
Figure 9(d) shows the marginal ∆χ2 as a function of |Uτ4|2 in our Glo16B fit, from
which one can see that we obtain the stringent upper bound
|Uτ4|2 . 0.022 (0.071) at 2σ (3σ). (3.4)
At 90% CL we have |Uτ4|2 . 0.014 and ϑ34 . 7.4◦ in the common parameterization of the
4× 4 unitary mixing matrix used in Ref. [39]. This bound on ϑ34 is about the same as that
reported in Ref. [39] for ∆m241 ≈ 6 eV2. However, we do not find a 90% CL allowed region
of the mixing parameters at ∆m241 ≈ 6 eV2 and our bound on ϑ34 applies for any value of
∆m241.
Figure 11(b) shows the correlated bounds on |Uτ4|2 and ∆m241 that we obtain consid-
ering the MINOS and IceCube data separately and together. One can see that the IceCube
data give more stringent constraints on |Uτ4|2 than the MINOS data for ∆m241 . 1.5 eV2.
3.4 Effects of NEOS
We finally consider also the NEOS [37] data and obtain the 3+1 global fit “Glo17” which
includes all data available so far in 2017. The results are shown by the third column of
Tab. 5, by Fig. 12, and by the solid orange curves in Fig. 9.
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Comparing Fig. 12 with Fig. 10, it is evident that the inclusion of the NEOS constraints
has a dramatic effect on the allowed regions, leading to the fragmentation of the allowed
region in three islands with narrow ∆m241 widths. The best-fit island is at ∆m241 ≈ 1.7 eV2.
There is an island allowed at 2σ at ∆m241 ≈ 1.3 eV2, and an island allowed at 3σ at
∆m241 ≈ 2.4 eV2. Moreover, the NEOS constraints shifts the 3σ allowed range of |Ue4|2
from 0.014− 0.051 in the Glo16B fit to 0.011− 0.032 in the Glo17 fit, as shown in Fig. 9.
Therefore, the appearance-disappearance tension is increased, as shown by the 0.019%
parameter goodness of fit in Tab. 5. Since this low value of the appearance-disappearance
parameter goodness of fit is hardly acceptable, we are led to consider, in the next subsection,
the “pragmatic approach” proposed in Ref. [33].
3.5 Pragmatic fit
In this section we consider the “pragmatic approach” [33] in which the low-energy bins
of the MiniBooNE experiment [50, 51] which have an anomalous excess of
(−)
νe-like events
are omitted from the global fit. As shown in Fig. 1b of Ref. [38], the region allowed by
the appearance data shifts towards larger values of ∆m241 and smaller values of sin
2 2ϑeµ
when the MiniBooNE low-energy bins are omitted from the fit. As a result, the overlap
of the appearance and disappearance allowed regions increases, relieving the appearance-
disappearance tension.
One can question the scientific correctness of the data selection in the pragmatic ap-
proach, but we note that the MiniBooNE low-energy excess is widely considered to be
suspicious16 because of the large background. Some of this background can be due to pho-
ton events which are indistinguishable from
(−)
νe events in the MiniBooNE liquid scintillator
detector. These photons can be generated by the decays of pi0’s produced by the neutral-
current interactions of the
(−)
νµ beam. When only one of the two photons emitted in the pi0
decay is visible, its signal cannot be distinguished from a
(−)
νe event in a liquid-scintillator de-
tector. The suspicion that this photon background may be responsible for the MiniBooNE
low-energy excess motivated the realization of the MicroBooNE experiment at Fermilab
[52], which is able to distinguish between photon and
(−)
νe events by using a Liquid Argon
Time Projection Chamber (LArTPC). Waiting for the results of this experiment, we think
that it is reasonable to adopt the pragmatic approach of omitting from the global fit the
MiniBooNE low-energy data.
The results of the pragmatic 3+1 global fit “PrGlo17”, which includes the MINOS,
IceCube and NEOS data, are shown by the fourth column of Tab. 5, by Fig. 13, and by the
dashed red curves in Fig. 9.
From Tab. 5 one can see that, as expected, the exclusion from the fit of the MiniBooNE
low-energy data leads to an increase of the parameter goodness of fit from the unacceptable
0.019% of the Glo17 fit to the acceptable 2.7% of the PrGlo17 fit. There is still a mild
appearance-disappearance tension, but the tolerable value of parameter goodness of fit
leads us to consider the PrGlo17 fit as acceptable.
16Part of the MiniBooNE low-energy anomaly may be explained by taking into account nuclear effects
in the energy reconstruction [151, 152], but this effect is not sufficient to solve the problem [153].
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Comparing the allowed regions of the oscillation parameters in Fig. 13 for the PrGlo17
fit with those in Fig. 12 for the Glo17 fit and the corresponding marginal ∆χ2 curves in
Fig. 9, one can see that the differences are small. As a consequence of the larger overlap of
the regions allowed by the fits of appearance and disappearance data, the PrGlo17 fit has a
minimum χ2 significantly smaller than the Glo17 fit, which leads to an increased preference
of the best-fit island at ∆m241 ≈ 1.7 eV2, to a small shrink of the island at ∆m241 ≈ 1.3 eV2,
and at a significant reduction of the island at ∆m241 ≈ 2.4 eV2 (the corresponding 3σ interval
for one degree of freedom allowed by the marginal ∆χ2 in Fig. 9(a) disappears).
Table 6 gives the marginal allowed intervals of the mixing parameters |Ue4|2, |Uµ4|2, and
|Uτ4|2. The stringent upper bounds on |Uτ4|2 slightly improve those found in the Glo16B
fit (see Eq. (3.4) and Fig. 9(d)). At 90% CL we have |Uτ4|2 . 0.011 and ϑ34 . 6◦.
We consider the results of the PrGlo17 fit as the current status of our 3+1 analysis of
short-baseline neutrino oscillation data. Figure 14 shows a comparison of the sensitivities
of future experiments with the PrGlo17 allowed regions of Fig. 13 for: 14(a)
(−)
νµ → (−)νe
transitions (SBN [154], nuPRISM [155], JSNS2 [156]); 14(b)
(−)
νµ disappearance (SBN [154],
KPipe [157]); 14(c),(d)
(−)
νe disappearance (DANSS [98], Neutrino-4 [104], PROSPECT [99],
SoLid [105], STEREO [106], CeSOX [102], BEST [103] IsoDAR@KamLAND [107], C-ADS
[108], KATRIN [109]). It is clear that these experiments will give definitive information on
the existence of active-sterile short-baseline oscillations connected with the LSND, Gallium
and reactor anomalies.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we updated the global fit of short-baseline neutrino oscillation data in the
framework of 3+1 active-sterile neutrino mixing [7, 12, 32, 33].
We considered first, in section 2, the data on νe and ν¯e disappearance which include the
Gallium neutrino anomaly data [3–7] and the reactor antineutrino anomaly data [8]. The
resulting allowed region in the sin2 2ϑee–∆m241 plane is rather wide, as shown in Fig. 5(a),
but it is smaller than that found in our previous analysis [7], mainly as a result of the
constraints given by the recent NEOS [37] experiment. The allowed region obtained with
neutrino oscillation data alone has no upper bound for ∆m241, but it can be limited [32]
using the constraints found in the Mainz [83] and Troitsk [84, 85] β-decay experiments, as
shown in Fig. 5(b). We found the upper limit ∆m241 . 148 eV2 at 3σ. Hence, as shown in
Fig. 6, the ongoing reactor, source and β-decay experiments can clarify in a definitive way
the existence of short-baseline
(−)
νe disappearance due to active-sterile neutrino mixing.
We presented also, in section 3, the results of global fits of all the available
(−)
νµ → (−)νe
appearance data,
(−)
νµ disappearance data, in addition to the
(−)
νe disappearance data considered
in section 2. We discussed the effects on the global fits of the recent data of the MINOS
[35], IceCube [36], and NEOS [37] experiments. As expected, the MINOS, IceCube and
NEOS data aggravate the appearance-disappearance tension, which becomes tolerable only
in the pragmatic PrGlo17 fit discussed in subsection 3.5, which is our recommended result.
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We found that, as expected [38, 39], the MINOS and IceCube constraints on
(−)
νµ disap-
pearance disfavor the low-∆m241–high-sin
2 2ϑµµ and the low-∆m241–high-sin
2 2ϑeµ parts of
the allowed region. The addition of the NEOS data has the more dramatic effect of reducing
the allowed region to three islands with narrow ∆m241 widths and 0.00048 . sin2 2ϑeµ .
0.0020 at 3σ. The best-fit island is at ∆m241 ≈ 1.7 eV2. There is an island allowed at 2σ at
∆m241 ≈ 1.3 eV2, and an island allowed at 3σ at ∆m241 ≈ 2.4 eV2. However, as illustrated
in Fig. 14, the ongoing and planned experiments have the possibility to cover all the al-
lowed regions of the mixing parameters and we expect that they will reach in a few years
a definitive conclusion on the existence of the short-baseline oscillations indicated by the
LSND experiment and by the Gallium and reactor neutrino anomalies.
An interesting feature of the 3+1 analysis of the MINOS and IceCube data is that
there is a dependence on |Uτ4|2 [138–145]. We obtained the stringent bounds on the value
of |Uτ4|2 given in Tab. 6, which are comparable to those obtained in Ref. [39].
The determination of active-sterile neutrino mixing presented in this paper is of interest
also for the phenomenology of long-baseline experiments [21–30], and neutrinoless double-β
decay experiments [7, 158–166].
We did not consider the problem of the cosmological bounds on active-sterile neutrino
mixing [14], which most likely must be solved with a non-standard effect as a large lepton
asymmetry [167–170] or secret interactions of the sterile neutrino mediated by a massive
vector or pseudoscalar boson [171–177], which suppress the thermalization of the sterile
neutrino in the early Universe.
In conclusion, this paper gives information on what are the regions of the parameter
space of 3+1 neutrino mixing which must be explored by new experiments in order to check
the indications given by the LSND, Gallium and reactor anomalies. Let us emphasize the
importance of an experimental confirmation of these oscillations, that would imply the
existence of light sterile neutrinos. These are new particles with properties outside the
realm of the Standard Model and their discovery would open a prodigious window on new
low-energy physics.
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a Experiment fa235 fa238 fa239 fa241 R
exp
a σ
exp
a [%] σcora [%] σthea [%] La [m]
1 Bugey-4 0.538 0.078 0.328 0.056 0.932 1.4
}
1.4
2.5 15
2 Rovno91 0.606 0.074 0.277 0.043 0.930 2.8 2.4 18
3 Rovno88-1I 0.607 0.074 0.277 0.042 0.907 6.4
}
3.1

2.2
2.4 18
4 Rovno88-2I 0.603 0.076 0.276 0.045 0.938 6.4 2.4 18
5 Rovno88-1S 0.606 0.074 0.277 0.043 0.962 7.3
3.1
2.4 18
6 Rovno88-2S 0.557 0.076 0.313 0.054 0.949 7.3 2.5 25
7 Rovno88-2S 0.606 0.074 0.274 0.046 0.928 6.8 2.4 18
8 Bugey-3-15 0.538 0.078 0.328 0.056 0.936 4.2
4.0
2.5 15
9 Bugey-3-40 0.538 0.078 0.328 0.056 0.942 4.3 2.5 40
10 Bugey-3-95 0.538 0.078 0.328 0.056 0.867 15.2 2.5 95
11 Gosgen-38 0.619 0.067 0.272 0.042 0.955 5.4
2.0
3.8
2.4 37.9
12 Gosgen-46 0.584 0.068 0.298 0.050 0.981 5.4 2.4 45.9
13 Gosgen-65 0.543 0.070 0.329 0.058 0.915 6.7 2.4 64.7
14 ILL 1 0 0 0 0.792 9.1 2.4 8.76
15 Krasnoyarsk87-33 1 0 0 0 0.925 5.0
}
4.1
2.4 32.8
16 Krasnoyarsk87-92 1 0 0 0 0.942 20.4 2.4 92.3
17 Krasnoyarsk94-57 1 0 0 0 0.936 4.2 0 2.4 57
18 Krasnoyarsk99-34 1 0 0 0 0.946 3.0 0 2.4 34
19 SRP-18 1 0 0 0 0.941 2.8 0 2.4 18.2
20 SRP-24 1 0 0 0 1.006 2.9 0 2.4 23.8
21 Nucifer 0.926 0.061 0.008 0.005 1.014 10.7 0 2.3 7.2
22 Chooz 0.496 0.087 0.351 0.066 0.996 3.2 0 2.5 ≈ 1000
23 Palo Verde 0.600 0.070 0.270 0.060 0.997 5.4 0 2.4 ≈ 800
24 Daya Bay 0.561 0.076 0.307 0.056 0.946 2.0 0 2.5 ≈ 550
25 RENO 0.569 0.073 0.301 0.056 0.944 2.2 0 2.4 ≈ 411
26 Double Chooz 0.511 0.087 0.340 0.062 0.935 1.4 0 2.5 ≈ 415
Table 1. List of the experiments which measured the absolute reactor antineutrino flux. For each
experiment numbered with the index a, the index k = 235, 238, 239, 241 indicate the four fissionable
isotopes 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu, fak are the fission fractions, R
exp
a is the ratio of measured
and predicted rates, σexpa is the corresponding relative experimental uncertainty, σcora is the relative
systematic uncertainty which is correlated in each group of experiments indicated by the braces,
σthea is the relative theoretical uncertainty which is correlated among all the experiments, and La
is the source-detector distance.
k σSf,k σ
SH
f,k
235 6.61± 2.11% 6.69± 2.44%
238 10.10± 8.15% 10.10± 8.15%
239 4.34± 2.45% 4.40± 2.88%
241 5.97± 2.15% 6.03± 2.60%
Table 2. Cross sections per fission of the four fissionable isotopes calculated by the Saclay (S)
group (σSf,k) in Ref. [8] and those obtained from the Huber (SH) correction (σ
SH
f,k) in Ref. [65]. The
units are 10−43 cm2/fission. The index k = 235, 238, 239, 241 indicates the four isotopes 235U, 238U,
239Pu, and 241Pu.
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235U 238U 239Pu 241Pu
235U 0.0267 0 0.0203 0.0255
238U 0 0.6776 0 0
239Pu 0.0203 0 0.0161 0.0194
241Pu 0.0255 0 0.0194 0.0246
Table 3. Covariance matrix of the cross sections per fission of the four fissionable isotopes.
χ2min
NDF
GoF
∆m241
sin2 2ϑee
|Ue4|2
∆χ2NO
nσNO
Rea:Rat
12.4
24
100%
0.48
0.14
0.037
13.1
3.2
Rea:Spe
73.9
82
73%
1.7
0.050
0.013
6.4
2.1
Rea:Rat+Spe
94.6
108
82%
1.7
0.062
0.016
11.3
2.9
Rea+Gal
107.1
112
61%
3.0
0.14
0.036
16.0
3.6
νeDis
163.0
174
71%
1.7
0.066
0.017
14.1
3.3
νeDis+β
163.1
176
75%
1.7
0.066
0.017
14.0
3.3
Table 4. Results of the fits of νe and ν¯e disappearance data: minimum χ2 (χ2min), number of
degrees of freedom (NDF), goodness of fit (GoF), best fit values of ∆m241, sin
2 2ϑee, and |Ue4|2,
χ2 difference ∆χ2NO between the χ
2 of no oscillations and χ2min, and the resulting number of σ’s
(nσNO) for two degrees of freedom corresponding to two fitted parameters (∆m241 and sin
2 2ϑee).
The columns correspond to the fits of the data of reactor rates (Rea:Rat), reactor spectra (Rea:Spe),
reactor rates and spectra (Rea:Rat+Spe), reactor and Gallium data (Rea+Gal), νe and ν¯e disap-
pearance data (νeDis), νe and ν¯e disappearance data and β decay constraints (νeDis+β).
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χ2min
NDF
GoF
∆m241
|Ue4|2
|Uµ4|2
sin2 2ϑeµ
sin2 2ϑee
sin2 2ϑµµ
∆χ2NO
NDFNO
nσNO
(χ2min)App
NDFApp
GoFApp
∆m241
sin2 2ϑeµ
(χ2min)Dis
NDFDis
GoFDis
∆m241
|Ue4|2
|Uµ4|2
sin2 2ϑeµ
sin2 2ϑee
sin2 2ϑµµ
∆χ2PG
NDFPG
GoFPG
Glo16A
288.4
250
4.8%
1.6
0.027
0.015
0.0015
0.10
0.058
53.1
3
6.7
94.3
84
21%
0.61
0.0058
180.8
163
16%
1.7
0.025
0.011
0.0011
0.097
0.042
13.4
2
0.13%
Glo16B
556.9
525
16%
1.6
0.028
0.014
0.0015
0.11
0.054
51.9
4
6.4
94.3
84
21%
0.61
0.0058
448.3
439
37%
1.7
0.025
0.0088
0.00086
0.097
0.035
14.4
2
0.075%
Glo17
622.1
585
14%
1.7
0.021
0.016
0.0013
0.080
0.062
51.7
4
6.4
94.3
84
21%
0.61
0.0058
510.6
499
35%
1.7
0.017
0.0073
0.00048
0.065
0.029
17.2
2
0.019%
PrGlo17
595.1
579
31%
1.7
0.020
0.015
0.0012
0.079
0.058
47.4
4
6.1
77.3
78
50%
0.97
0.0026
510.6
499
35%
1.7
0.017
0.0073
0.00048
0.065
0.029
7.2
2
2.7%
Table 5. Results of the 3+1 global Glo16A, Glo16B, Glo17, and PrGlo17 fits of SBL data
discussed, respectively, in subsections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. The first group of rows gives: the
minimum χ2 (χ2min), the number of degrees of freedom (NDF), the goodness of fit (GoF), the
best fit values of the mixing parameters ∆m241, |Ue4|2, |Uµ4|2, and of the oscillation amplitudes
sin2 2ϑeµ, sin2 2ϑee, sin2 2ϑµµ. The second group of rows gives the χ2 difference ∆χ2NO between
the χ2 of no oscillations and χ2min and the resulting number of σ’s (nσNO) for NDFNO degrees of
freedom corresponding to the number of fitted parameters. The third and fourth group of rows give,
respectively, the results of different 3+1 fits of appearance (App) and disappearance (Dis) data.
The fifth group of rows gives the results for the appearance-disappearance parameter goodness of
fit [178]: the χ2 difference ∆χ2PG and the resulting goodness of fit GoFPG for NDFPG degrees of
freedom.
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CL |Ue4|2 |Uµ4|2 |Uτ4|2
68.27% (1σ) 0.016− 0.024 0.011− 0.018 . 0.0032
95.45% (2σ) 0.013− 0.028 0.0083− 0.022 . 0.018
99.73% (3σ) 0.0098− 0.031 0.0060− 0.026 . 0.039
Table 6. Marginal allowed intervals of the mixing parameters |Ue4|2, |Uµ4|2, and |Uτ4|2 obtained
in the pragmatic 3+1 global fit “PrGlo17” of SBL data.
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Figure 1. Ratios R of the reactor experiments considered in our analysis as functions of the
reactor-detector distance L. The horizontal band shows the average ratio R and its uncertainty.
The error bars show the experimental uncertainties.
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Figure 2. Allowed regions in the sin2 2ϑee–∆m241 plane and marginal ∆χ2’s for sin
2 2ϑee and
∆m241 obtained from: (a) the combined fit of the rates of the reactor neutrino experiments in Tab. 1;
(b) the combined fit of the spectra of Bugey-3 [53] and NEOS [37] reactor antineutrino experiments;
The best-fit points corresponding to χ2min in Table 4 are indicated by crosses.
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Figure 3. Allowed regions in the sin2 2ϑee–∆m241 plane and marginal ∆χ2’s for sin
2 2ϑee and
∆m241 obtained from: (a) the combined fit of the rate and spectral data of reactor antineutrino
experiments; (b) the combined fit of the reactor and Gallium data. The best-fit points corresponding
to χ2min in Table 4 are indicated by crosses.
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Figure 4. Marginal ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2min as a function of sin2 2ϑee obtained from the fit of current
solar+KamLAND neutrino data (2017) compared with the one obtained in 2012 in Ref. [7].
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Figure 5. Allowed regions in the sin2 2ϑee–∆m241 plane and marginal ∆χ2’s for sin
2 2ϑee and
∆m241 obtained from: (a) the combined fit of νe and ν¯e disappearance data; (b) the combined fit
of νe and ν¯e disappearance data and the β-decay constraints of the Mainz [83] and Troitsk [84, 85]
experiments. The best-fit points corresponding to χ2min in Table 4 are indicated by crosses.
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Figure 6. Sensitivities of future reactor (a) and source (b) experiments compared with the allowed
regions in the sin2 2ϑee–∆m241 plane in Fig. 5(b).
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Figure 7. Comparison of the official IceCube 90% and 99% CL exclusion curves in the sin2 2ϑµµ–
∆m241 plane [36] with our results. All curves have been obtained assuming |Ue4|2 = |Uτ4|2 = 0.
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Figure 8. Allowed regions in the sin2 2ϑeµ–∆m241 (a), sin
2 2ϑee–∆m241 (b), and sin
2 2ϑµµ–∆m241
(c) planes obtained in the 3+1 global fit “Glo16A” of the 2016 SBL data without the MINOS [35]
and IceCube [36] data. There is a comparison with the 3σ allowed regions obtained from
(−)
νµ →(−)νe
SBL appearance data (App) and the 3σ constraints obtained from
(−)
νe SBL disappearance data (νe
Dis),
(−)
νµ SBL disappearance data (νµ Dis) and the combined
(−)
νe and
(−)
νµ SBL disappearance data
(Dis). The best-fit points of the Glo16A and App fits are indicated by crosses.
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Figure 9. Marginal ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2min as a function of the mixing parameters ∆m241 (a), |Ue4|2
(b), |Uµ4|2 (c), and |Uτ4|2 (d). The black horizontal lines show the ∆χ2 for one degree of freedom
corresponding to the indicated confidence level (CL).
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Figure 10. Allowed regions in the sin2 2ϑeµ–∆m241 (a), sin
2 2ϑee–∆m241 (b), and sin
2 2ϑµµ–∆m241
(c), planes obtained in the 3+1 global fit “Glo16B” of all 2016 SBL data. There is a comparison with
the 3σ allowed regions obtained from
(−)
νµ →(−)νe SBL appearance data (App) and the 3σ constraints
obtained from
(−)
νe SBL disappearance data (νe Dis),
(−)
νµ SBL disappearance data (νµ Dis) and the
combined
(−)
νe and
(−)
νµ SBL disappearance data (Dis). The best-fit points of the Glo16B and App fits
are indicated by crosses.
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Figure 11. Comparison of (a) the 3σ allowed regions in the sin2 2ϑeµ–∆m241 plane and (b) the
2σ allowed regions in the |Uτ4|2–∆m241 plane obtained by adding to the data set of the Glo16A fit
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Figure 12. Allowed regions in the sin2 2ϑeµ–∆m241 (a), sin
2 2ϑee–∆m241 (b), and sin
2 2ϑµµ–∆m241
(c), planes obtained in the 3+1 global fit “Glo17” of all SBL data. There is a comparison with
the 3σ allowed regions obtained from
(−)
νµ →(−)νe SBL appearance data (App) and the 3σ constraints
obtained from
(−)
νe SBL disappearance data (νe Dis),
(−)
νµ SBL disappearance data (νµ Dis) and the
combined
(−)
νe and
(−)
νµ SBL disappearance data (Dis). The best-fit points of the Glo17 and App fits
are indicated by crosses.
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Figure 13. Allowed regions in the sin2 2ϑeµ–∆m241 (a), sin
2 2ϑee–∆m241 (b), and sin
2 2ϑµµ–
∆m241 (c), planes obtained in the pragmatic 3+1 global fit “PrGlo17” of SBL data. There is a
comparison with the 3σ allowed regions obtained from
(−)
νµ → (−)νe SBL appearance data (App) and
the 3σ constraints obtained from
(−)
νe SBL disappearance data (νe Dis),
(−)
νµ SBL disappearance data
(νµ Dis) and the combined
(−)
νe and
(−)
νµ SBL disappearance data (Dis). The best-fit points of the
PrGlo17 and App fits are indicated by crosses.
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Figure 14. Sensitivities of future experiments compared with the PrGlo17 allowed regions of
Fig. 13.
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